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Abstract: This is true that human beings live with many hopes and attitudes in society and cooperation, 

integration, business and exchanging services become inevitable parts of life. Management of social affairs 

and communication become main aspects of society and thousand years old Cuttack city stands to witness 

success where people of many languages, caste, colours, religions and ideologies unite for brotherhood. 

Keeping great cultural and spiritual heritage of this city ahead and observing continuous degradation of 

values in modern society this study comes within mind to know about impact of spirituality on city which binds 

people in one thread of love and teaches values and ethics for management of society and business. Skill of 

effective communication is the medium of interaction and we learn values of communication having this study. 

This again keeps importance for developing new theories of communication for business management basing 

on spiritual perspectives and values drawn from Cuttack city. Reviewing historical literature and going deep to 

this study we know that spiritual movement positively impacts people and spiritual environment is field of 

sustainable development. Having an introduction and expression of objectives this study goes deep to literature 

for reviewing and importance of study reveals the discussing essence and brings conclusion that spirituality is 

only the medium of true development that guides for ethical business and efficient and effective communication. 

This study will definitely be beneficial for many researchers and people.  
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I. Introduction 

Beloved Supreme father Bapdada says, “Sweet children, you have come on to the field of action to play your 

parts. You definitely have to perform actions. The original religion of souls is peace. Therefore you must not ask 

for peace, but remain stable for your original religion.” (Murli, 21-12-2012) This Earth is the place of action 

where we all perform our parts according to cosmic laws. There is no alternative to go back or escape from this 

Earth as action (Karma) binds us here and we souls wander here and there in search of peace and happiness. 

Very often we ask for getting peace in life to stabilize self and getting permanent bliss. Without performing 

karma we do not able to exist and we do not become able to take care of our bodies.  So after coming on Earth 

we are bound to do something every day. Again as per parts of life we have relatives and neighbours. So we 

have certain responsibilities for family, relatives and society. Having attachment on matters very often we get 

confusion and while growth of desires happen competition rises up for grasping material goods and inventions 

for comfortable life. Unpleasant affaires or matters do not give us peace. So we wander. Many justify their own 

religion is good or superior and due to such activity intolerance and violence grow and these break harmony 

among people. But God indicates that true religion of souls is peace. There is no need to ask for peace because 

we can stabilize minds in own religion of peace. By practice of spirituality this is possible to have self 

realization and spirituality is universal theme to make us understand that religions exist in world are different 

paths to reach up to one God but for souls real religion is peace. Cuttack (Katak) is symbol of peace and 

harmony for much diversity. As per Sanskrit language meaning of Katak is military cantonment and this name is 

expected to be chosen by King Nrupa Keshari, the founder of Cuttack who first establishes military cantonment 

here. Cuttack in Odia is pronounced as Katak or Kataka means in Sanskrit and Odia as city, capital of a state or 

kingdom, valley in between two mountains or valley in between two rivers, black salt etc. Related word Katakaa 

means the wild shrubs. Katankata means gold and fire. Katakanaa means strict disciplines, principles or laws 

and meaning also refers to fasting.  To narrate meaning of Cuttack and relevance of justificatory name let us 

divide the word Kataka as Ka-ta-ka. In Sanskrit meaning of Ka refers to Lord Siva, Brahma, and Vishnu. Ka 

also means to soul, body and fire. The meaning of word Ta in Sanskrit is ring, famous in three worlds and Ta 

directly refers to creator of the universe. Meaning of Ka again refers to wind, air, water, birds, wealth, happiness 

and remaining as superior on all. Now this is confirm that Kataka or Katak is completely a spiritual word which 

is extremely expressive to which the millennium city satisfies. Katak means union of soul with body and again 
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union of soul with supreme soul. Only souls whose original religion is peace come here with human bodies to 

get touch of air, water, soil, wealth and happiness. Dr. Amos Sutton (1835) defines spirituality as a path of 

enlightenment and self-awakening through which a person purifies him, realizes and holds the values of 

humanity as fundamental essence for Godly service. Swami Rama (2000) defines spirituality as a path of kind of 

knowledge which brings transformation within and without and calls on us all to return back to the fundamental 

values of mankind and to integrate these values with insight of science to create more enlightened society where 

we find our inner truth. Dalai Lama (2006) gives statement after forty years of study with some greatest 

scientists and study on life time mediation and philosophy that there is coexistence between science and 

religion, faith and empirical enquiry. He states that spirituality is a true path to understand reality of life and this 

takes us to arrive at a complete picture of truth, helps us to understand ourselves, this universe and relationship 

between one another and carries us in the service of humanity. Professor Philip Sheldrake (2012) states that 

spirituality refers to the deepest values and sense of meaning by which people love to live. Business 

management is commonly defined as the mass of activities associated with running company or business 

organization as planning, organizing, monitoring, controlling, leading etc.  Simplifying this many authors say 

that in all business areas and organizational activities acts of getting people together is necessary to accomplish 

targeted goals and objectives with effective and efficient communication which is regarded as business 

management. Dr. Udo F. Ufomadu (2004) points out the misconceptions about success and criticizes the 

Webster’s dictionary definition of success which defines this as gaining of wealth, fame, prosperity, 

achievement and gaining price or profit. He defines motivation as any factor which ensures that will put a 

person’s utmost abilities to use for optimum achievement. Again he defines success to a person or organization 

is when God is happy, family is happy, and respective person or employee is happy. Ufomadu indicates that 

spirituality is basis of success in business and thus he states that business and individuals become surely 

successful if they combine business principles learned in life or in studies in seminars or colleges with God’s 

principles. God’s connection links us to the right people to do business with. Dennis L. Bolles and Darrel G. 

Hubbard (2007) define project business management (PBM) as the utilization of general business management 

and project management knowledge which include skills, tools, techniques, which are applied in portfolios, 

programmes, and project processes to meet or exceed stakeholder’s need which is directive to benefits from this 

and this captures values through project related activities which are used to achieve business objectives and 

related strategies of enterprise. Mary Godwyn (2015) argues and supports Jennining’s statement that business 

ethics matter a lot more than obeying civil laws and these do not violate moral laws and in every area of 

business management we should teach and apply ethics which are keys of ethical decisions to satisfy customers 

and helpful in achieving effective and efficient goals. In general sense communication means exchange of ideas 

or information by speaking, writing or by others alternative mediums or means of sending or receiving 

information. Frank Dance (1970) counts and reviews many definitions of communication based on words of 

expression. Theodore Clevenger Jr. (1991) states that continuing problem in defining communication is the fact 

that the verb is used to communicate is well established in lexicon of common and this is not generally captured 

well for scientific use. Julia Wood (2004) defines communication as a systematic process of human individuals 

where they interact through symbols to create and interpret meanings as per expression of attitudes. 

 

II. Objectives 

To know and evaluate theoretically the deepness of spirituality of city that motivates people for integration and 

universal brotherhood this study comes forward. To know why and how does spirituality improve values of 

ethical business as well as effective communication this study motivates mind. To know the close link between 

social, cultural, communal and commercial environments whether spirituality is true basis or not, thought comes 

in mind for study. To know the features and influence of spiritually motivated communication in business 

management this city is taken as the fundamental unit of theoretical evaluation. To develop new theories of 

communication for social and business management from closely observed lifestyle, this study is initiated. To 

define communication and business management with respect to spirituality such a study is necessary.  

  

III. Cuttack in literature 

A. Historical Preview of Cuttack 

Cuttack city is located on land delta in between Kathajodi River and Mahanadi River. In south direction this city 

lengthens up to Phulnakhara near Kathajodi River and in north up to Choudwar near Birupa River. In East city 

lengthens up to Kanadrpur and in west up to Naraj. Mahanadi has given birth to Kathajodi as an arm river 

branching off at Naraj. Kathajodi is again bifurcated and it forms its south branch as Kuakhai Rive. Flowing 

lower again Kathajodi is bifurcated in right as a branch known as Devi River and in left branched as Biluakhai 

River. Main Kathajodi again flows to north direction and divides as Kathajodi main and Alaka River. At modern 

time Cuttack city and nearby villages grow rapidly as part of urban development among all banks of these 

rivers. Cuttack Municipal Corporation holds 59 wards and this situates in coordinates 20031’25’ N and 85047’17 

E having population of 606,007 in city area and in its urban or metropolitan area having population of 658,986 
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as per information of 2011 census of India. However at present up to 2015 population grows much faster. King 

Nrupa Keshari establishes Cuttack city in 989 AD as military cantonment of ancient Utkala. Cuttack is famous 

for silver filigree works. Baimundi an old man, a villager of Bidanasi holding a stick in hand in 1001 Century 

AD comes up in front of King Maharaja Markata Keshari to save Cuttack from River basin of Kathajodi River. 

King assigns Baimundi to supervise construction of stone embankment. This original stone work protects 

Chahata, Naraj and Purighat areas of Cuttack city. Maharaja Markata Keshari orders to build this stone embank 

in 1002 CE AD. Andrew Stirling (1822) talks about Cuttack basing on the chronicle of Lord Jagannath temple 

of Puri named Madala Panji. In 1211 CE AD Cuttack becomes the capital of kingdom of king 

Anangabhimadeva III of Ganga dynasty. After the rule of this dynasty in 1434-1541 CE AD the city becomes 

the capital of rulers of Suryavamshi Gajapati dynasty. After the period of King Mukunda Deva, Cuttack comes 

under Muslims and Mughal rulers. Then this city comes under ruling of Marathas around in 1750 CE AD. 

Marathas of Nagpur and English merchants of Bengal make this city as their choice of business point and rapid 

growth of business and communication give new direction to fast growth of city and this comes in capture of 

British in 1803. British authorities declare Cuttack as capital of Odisha Division 1816 and this lasts up to 1948. 

In this year after independence of India capital of the state is shifted to Bhubanesewer nearby Cuttack and both 

the cities form twin city.  It is said locally that 52 markets in 53 streets (Baaban Bazaar Tepan Gali) provide all 

types of services starting from food grains to garments, ornaments, jewellery, machineries, and electronics and 

electrical and many more things to the people of the state. Many small scale retailers and wholesalers come here 

for taking goods from large scale wholesalers. Among those markets Choudhary Bazar is famous for garments 

and jewellery, Jaunlia Patti and Haripur Road for garments, Balu Bazar is famous for books and book 

publications, Nimachaudi for jewellery, Malgodam for spices and food crops, Chhatra-Bazar for vegetables, 

College Square for electronics, medicine, households, Ranihat and Mangalabag for garments, medicines and 

medical instruments, Buxi Bazar is famous for electrical goods, motor vehicles and machineries etc. Jagatpur 

and Khapuria are known as industrial estates of Cuttack for many small and medium industries.  

B. Influence of Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism in Cuttack 

Sj. Ashok Kumar Mohanty and his spouse Smt. Kalpana Mohanty at Mohanty Sahi , Kannagar in Cuttack 

(2009) give detail idea about temples in the city and culture. Cuttack Chandi temple is famous and devoted to 

the principal Goddess of Cuttack Chandi. Goddess Gada Chandi temple is situated inside ancient Barabati Fort. 

On an island inside Mahanadi River Dhabaleswar Temple is present and devoted to worship of Lord Shiva. 

Paramahansha Nath is one of the oldest temples situated at Biribati. There are many temples in Cuttack those 

give brief heritage of union of Sahiav, Shakta and Vaishnava people in ancient and modern Cuttack. Belief of 

Buddhism is not new in Odisah as state witnesses the movement of religion here before and after Kaling War in 

261 BC. The great King Ashoka of Magadha leaves his pain giving activates and turns in to a Buddhist monk in 

Odisha and spreads Buddhism abroad. Having reference to Pali text we find that Buddha associate with two 

persons named Tapasu and Bhallika are two businessmen from Odisha. There are many Buddhist places in state 

and in Cuttack, Choudwar remains as the Buddhist hub for many, many years. Jain Swetamber Mandir at Odia 

Bazaar, Cuttack and Choudhury Bazaar Digambar Jain temple at Nandi Sahi, give notable proof of Jainaism 

influence in Cuttack. Festival like Durga Puja (Dussehra) which generally falls in the month of October gives 

huge opportunities of big-sale business. Approximately 150-200 Durga idols every year people worship with 

public ceremony on pandals decorated with gold and silver filigree works in this city. Ancient merchants move 

to South-East Asian Island countries like Bali, Java, Sumatra, Borneo and others by sailing boats in sea by 

entering by river mouth routes for doing business. In their memory Bali Jatra is celebrated every year in the 

month of November on the bank of Mahanadi. Apart from these Diwali is celebrated with worship of Goddess 

Kali. During the celebration of Makarasamkranti that falls commonly in January, people celebrate kite flying.   

C. Islamic spiritual movement and monuments in Cuttack 

Dr. Mohammed Yamin (2011) briefly studies about Islamic monuments in the city and gives his notable 

opinion. First Muslim monument, the palace for Mughal Governors is Lal Bagh Palace built in 1636. During age 

of prince Azam, the Subahadar of Bengal Mir Jafar becomes Dewan of Odisha lays the foundation of a mosque 

in 1658-59 which is later named according to his name as Dewan Bazar Mosque completed by Azad 

Mohammad in 1678 AD with two Persian inscriptions. At Balu Bazar of Cuttack, as per one inscription 

Mohiuddin builds Juma Masjid the biggest mosque of Cuttack in 1690-91 however as per another inscription 

this mosque is built by God loving Sahajada Begam as a pure and sacred Divine house. Leckie one of the 

English travellers who visits Odisha in 1790 identifies Sahajada Begum with Zaibun Nisha as gifted daughter of 

Emperor Aurangzeb. But some historians argue as per mark of inscription that Sahajada Begam is wife of 

Ekaram Khan as her name is followed by his name. Historian B. C. Ray argues that Zaibun Nisha, the Shajada 

Begam, daughter of Aurangzeb lays the foundation of this holy mosque for prayer and Nawab Ekram Khan 

completes this in 1689. Nawab Shujauddin Mohammed Khan in 1717 builds building of Qadam Rasool Mosque 

with beautiful arches. This shrine is octagonal in building and standing on octagonal plinth. Qadam Rasool is 

the foot print of holy Prophet Mohammed. President of Dacca Haji Syed Aalimullah, a close relative of Syed 

Hashim of Mashar of Persian brings this holy relic from Najab in Arabia which contains the signature of Sheriff 
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of Mecca. They keep it first under a Khirin tree in Kukuriapad village of Sungra Pragana of Cuttack to test the 

holiness of relic. They name the place as Rasulpur and it is believed that due to holy presence of relic in the area 

many diseases and ailments come on healing and the news spreads up to the Deputy Nizam of then Odisha, 

Shujaudduin Mohammed Khan. It is know from record that Emperor Aurangzeb shows interest to pay homage 

and this does not become possible due to lack of communication between Rasulpur and Sungra at that time. So 

officer in-charge of this shrine removes this from Rasulpur and brings in to Cuttack according to the order of 

Shujauddin Mohammed Khan. We observe inscriptions about mosque located at Sardar Khan Bazaar. 

According to these Sardar Khan, a horse and diamond trader builds this 1753-54 to offer Namaz by his family 

members. Visitor to Odisha Thomas Mottl in 1766 refers this masjid in his notes as Sardar Khan Masjid. Inside 

former Raj Bhawan of Cuttack which is now Children’s Hospital Shah Mansur Mosque and Tomb are present 

under a Pipal tree are symbols of unity of Both Musilms and Hindus. Hazrat Mansur builds this in 1800.   

D. Christian Spiritual Movement of Missionaries to Cuttack 

Dr. Claviu Buchanan D.D. arrives at Cuttack as the first Christian priest in 1806. In 1827 British missionaries 

start Anglican services in circuit house of Cuttack. On the side of Cantonment Road they construct a church in 

1868 and this provides regular services. Later Church of God, Holy Rosary Cathedral, Church of North India, 

and Church of Epiphany in the Cantonment Road provide services along with celebration of Christmas. Dr. 

Amos Sutton, D.D., the founder of Cuttack Odia Baptist Church and hymn writer, takes birth in Sevenoaks in 

Kent in 1802 and while he attains age 21 gets chance in recruitment by General Baptist Foreign Missionary 

Society. He comes to India on sending by Baptist Missionary Society in 1824. Two years before his coming 

William Bampton and James Peggs, two first Baptist missionaries enter Odisha. Sutton and his wife Charlotte 

Collins reach Calcutta (modern Kolakata) and on 11 March 1825 they join at Cuttack station of missionary 

works. His wife dies here after arrival. The first Odia conversion takes place in 1828. At Cuttack he trains three 

evangelists by 1841. Students increase to eight by 1846 and he stabilizes class at Cuttack Mission Academy. At 

that time Baptist Missionary Society does not able to support missionary works in Odisha so by the help of his 

second wife he contacts American Freewill Baptists. Sutton and his second wife visit England and America for 

two years in 1833 to 1835. Sutton, Phillips, Noyes and E.L. Abbot along with their wives on sending of 

American Baptist Foreign Mission Board come back to India. Here, Amos Sutton becomes the corresponding 

secretary of newly formed Freewill Baptist Missionary Society. He learns Odia language and grammar and 

starts translating important English books including Bible. Amos Sutton dies on 17 August 1854 at Cuttack. 

Church named Holy Rosary Cathedral at Cantonment Road is also nice church. Cheryl Dalby, a family tree 

researcher from Australia on Janury 8, 2011 writes a note to Parish Priest of this church to know about his 

family tree and argues that Great Grandfather Benjamin Sebastian Dalby and his wife Susan work as parishnors 

of church while he works in the Telegraph. According to note, Cheryl’s grandfather Albert George Dalby and 

his brothers and sisters take birth in Cuttack and baptise themselves in catholic church in Cuttack. Adding detail 

in note Cherly states that Albert George Dalby takes birth on 21 November 1889. His brothers and sisters named 

as Agnes Dalby takes birth before 1889 as eldest, Joseph Francis Dalby takes birth on 17 April 1896, Anne 

Dalby, Amelia Dalby and Mercy Dalby.  

E. Influence of Sikhism in Cuttack 

Sikhism’s famous Gurdwara Guru Nanak Datan Sahib of Cuttack situates on the bank of River Mahanadi and 

this is the sacred witness of visit of His holiness Sri Guru Nanak Dev ji. Guru Nanak visits Odisha in 1506 after 

completing his pilgrimage to Assam and Bengal. During his visit he takes shelter in a small cottage. Mesmerist 

Chetan Bharati a neighbour of this cottage practicing witchcraft to worship and please goddess Bhairabi. During 

Guru’s staying many people get attraction towards him and become disciples which Chetan does not tolerate 

and becomes jealous and applies his witchcraft to bring attention of people towards him but his trial fails. One 

day Chetan Bharati plans to give him punishment and reaches near Guru Nanak while he remains in deep 

meditation. Legend says that Chetan for giving punishment breaks a branch of Sahada tree but while Guruji 

opens eyes the branch falls down on ground without causing harm. Now Chetan bows down on ground and stars 

weeping and touches feet of Guruji and gets his kindness and finally turns in to disciple of him. One day Chetan 

offers a branch of Sahada tree to Guru Nanak ji for brushing teeth. Choosing a branch Guruji throws rest parts 

on the ground from which a tree grows. According to evidence that trees lasts up to 1930. After perishing of this 

tree from root on the same place another tree grows again. Now this tree is the sacred tree not only for Sikhs but 

also for all in memory of Guru Nanak ji.  

 

IV. Importance of Cuttack in study 

At present we observe continuously that moral and ethical values in society are going down and for uplifting we 

are wandering to have solution. But at the same time we think for application of spirituality for nourishing 

human life from inside. Cuttack city has rich social, cultural, economical, political and spiritual heritage that 

bind all categories of people in harmony. This commercial capital has served the state for thousand years in 

business and services. Beautiful city has attracted attention of many spiritual and other visitors and this is very 

communicative. Having attention towards such a marvellous city of education we try to learn hidden treasures of 
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values and bring them forward for benefit of today’s world. Cuttack keeps worthy importance of such a study 

through which we learn the principles of business management and communication.  

A. Baimundi Inspired Theory of Fearless Integrated Communication (BITOFIC) 

Researcher of this study proposes BITOFIC for management handling communication in all channels of 

professionals from lower to upper and upper to lower channels and vice versa. Baidhara Mundi a poor villager 

and stone worker of Bidanasi popularly known as Baimundi thinks anxiously to save Cuttack from river basin of 

River Kathajodi and saves coins in a bag for this purpose. But such little insufficient wealth and a big aim of 

giving stone embankment to this city puts him in dilemma but still he hopes to materialize dream. King Markata 

Keshari visits city in certain interval. So one day Baimundi, leaving his fear behind comes forward to convey 

the matter to this highest ruling authority offering the bag of coins. Fearless communication amazes king and 

realizes importance of truth to save city from river basin and orders for stone embankment engaging Baimundi 

for supervising the work. Let us draw out values here which make Baimundi fearless and communicative to the 

king. The following values are of course spiritual and human values which make a man fearless like Baimundi 

to communicate perfectly without being late. 

A.1. Self realization and equality – Baimundi realizes self although for a moment and forgets his body. Having 

soul consciousness he gets courage from within and recognizes king as a soul and not as body of high status as 

ruling authority. So this feeling gives equality of souls in original religion as peace is within. At the same 

moment King realizes Baimundi as a kind soul for mankind and not as poor villager from his outer appearance 

of body. So this communication becomes effective. 

A.2. Realization of truth and time – By seeing flood as danger of destroying city every year Baimundi realizes 

importance of truth at right time to convey. Taking right decision with courage he meets at right spot to king 

while he visits city. Ruling king too realizes the same and orders for embankment at right time and chooses right 

person for supervision.  

A.3. Service, charity and sacrifice – Living a simple life Baimundi keeps high hope of sacrifice and service for 

charitable works and saves coins. In exchange of his wealth he tries to save thousands of people residing in city. 

King after hearing about charity awakens and realizes his power is for service to mankind. King learns this art 

from a poor villager so accepts him.  

A.4. Honesty and trust – Baimundi being honest in attitudes keeps trust on his strong decision and proceeds 

alone to become successful. King observes his honesty and keeps trust on him as well as takes decision.  

A.5. Positive thought – Generating positive thoughts and having determination make Baimundi stable and keep 

away from touch of negativity or dilemma. Positive thought creates positive vibration in communication and 

makes fearless. In return King too transfers positive thought of nice decision that makes Baimundi successful.  

B. Kalpana Ashok Theory of Administrative Knowledge (KATAK) 

Researcher of this study proposes KATAK in management handling business, people and culture smoothly 

through proper administration. Mother Kalpana Mohanty and her husband Ashok Kumar Mohanty resident of 

Mohanty Sahi near Ranama Temple at Kannagar manage life smoothly and researcher as a stranger observes 

their lifestyle for first time in 2007. Researcher of this study again revisits city in 2009, 2010 and then in 2015 

and carefully observes the uncommon administrative skills reflected in a common family which are beneficial 

for management. Family members are affectionate to each other and there is effective communication and 

cooperation. Treating strangers as their own relatives shows their wise and nice perception of hospitality. There 

is sacrifice nature for selfless service and no expectation about anything to get in return. Their decision making 

qualities are of high standard. In Sanskrit the meaning of Kalpana is imagination, ambition, planning and vision 

and meaning of Ashok is having no sorrows or unpleasantness in life, pleasing and satisfaction. Having 

ambition of proper planning is very much important for organization. Decision making should be in certain 

manner that should not bring sorrows, unpleasantness or pressure among employees in workplace. Handling 

organization in such a manner is although difficult still this is very much manageable to have right decision 

making. Having study on lifestyle of people of Cuttack and this family the following values are drawn in favour 

of administrative knowledge. 

B.1. Parenthood nature of authority – Parenthood is a spiritual art. Ruling authority before planning and 

decision making should bring this quality within not to be unpleasant even for few in workplace. Having 

parenthood nature authority not only keeps ruling quality but also keeps love for employees working under and 

other people.  

B.2. Feeling perceptions of others – Feeling perceptions of own on basis of learning is common to many. But 

feeling others and their perceptions, it becomes difficult. Sometimes authorities do not show interest to do so 

and by force put their decisions on employees. This creates conflict and if at all accepted it waves 

unpleasantness that reduces productivity. Feeling perceptions of others, authority understands attitudes of others 

that help in taking decision.  

B.3. Handling troubles of others as own – Parents in family handle all situations, obstacles feeling minds of 

children, feeling age old persons in family and others or relatives or persons associated with family. Likewise an 
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authority should feel troubles of others as own and should help employees at each step. Such activity improves 

organizational relationship among authorities and employees.  

B.4. Being equally affectionate – Parents in family remain affectionate to all children equally. Love ties family 

in unity. Authority in organization learning this art should be affectionate to all categories of employers and 

workers. This art helps authority for administration to tie up all people around in one chain of love and work 

culture.  

 

V. Discussing essence 

Beloved supreme father teaches us to be in original religion of souls that is peace. This helps us in proper living 

and decision making.  This earth is place of action and we can never sustain without working. While we come in 

society we need to exchange services, harmony, and integration. Cuttack city is the millennium city and has 

many rich cultural and social heritages. Effective communication is important in business management which 

this city teaches. Administrative knowledge helps authority to handle people around properly. Cuttack touches 

the excellence of spiritualism through periodic movements of various religious people of Hinduism, Buddhism, 

Jainism, Islamic, Christianity, Sikhism and others and become a city of unity inside diversity. All spiritual 

occasions or festivals attract huge gatherings throughout the year. This enhances the excellent business. 

BITOFIC and KATAK theories give us ideology of values for effective communication and administration.  

 

VI. Conclusion 

After having this study we get a nice essence of well administered Cuttack city which shines for thousand years 

tolerating many obstacles and shows excellence in social and business management and communication. The 

support of spirituality makes Cuttack very attractive and beautiful giving profit to mankind of brotherhood. This 

study becomes beneficial for managers and administrators to manage people around with proper planning, 

organizing, decision making and achieving successful goals through efficient and effective communication. This 

helps employees to have realization of self and duty and remain fearless on right performance and timely 

communicating authorities. After having this study researcher defines communication as a process of 

transferring idea or thought either by verbal or non verbal expression or by attitudes to the next person who 

receives inner voice of another party through same medium in perception at right time. Again researcher defines 

business management as mass of attitude based activities which hold moral, ethical, social and pleasing 

administrative principles that not only achieves goal but also gives and brings satisfaction in any business 

organization.   
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